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Reno, NV (Newsworthy.ai) Friday Sep 29, 2023 @ 7:00 AM Central —

Brain, digestive, and sleep health performance relies on a proven formula. So too does
hyper-growth business success. NextGen Supplement Company BIOptimizers is ongoing
proof of excellence on both fronts.

Even more impressive, BIOptimizers’ triple-digit growth occurred despite a challenging
economic backdrop and belt-tightening in consumer spending. BIOptimizers’ path to
performance was and continues to be one of pain, passion, and product development at an
unheard-of level. One should expect nothing less from a hyper-growth e-commerce health
products company founded by two driven ex-physical trainers.

As Co-Founder Matt Gallant shared, “2022 was our first year on the Inc. 5000 list of fastest-
growing companies. 2023 marks the second consecutive year we made the Inc. 5000 list. As
we scale our company and expand new strategic partnerships, all credit goes to our entire
BiOptimizers team and especially our leading product developers. And I have to say, we’re
just getting started.”

A quick search on Amazon reveals thousands of health supplement companies. And yet only
a distinct few have risen to the level of BIOptimizers.

BIOptimizers’ selection to the prestigious Inc. 5000 list of the fastest-growing, privately
owned companies in America for the second year running is a rare achievement. Inc
Magazine selects their top 5000 out of 6 million privately held companies in the US.

The official rankings BIOptimizers achieved include:

Overall Inc. 5000 Rank: 1288th

Percentage of Growth (3 year): 454%

Industry (Health Products) Rank: 24th

State Rank: 12th

The Inc. 5000 list has a rich history as the premier standard bearer of entrepreneurial
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success in the United States. Established companies previously named to the list include
household names such as Microsoft, Chobani, Oracle, Under Armour, Pandora, and
Patagonia.

The September 2023 issue of Inc. Magazine profiles the top 5000 companies, with
BiOptimizers listing at #1288

Complete results of the Inc. 5000, including company profiles and an interactive database
sorted by industry, region, and other criteria, are here: https://www.inc.com/inc5000

For media inquiries and an expert quote on nutritional health supplements, reach Matt
Gallant at PR@bioptimizers.com or call 800-719-2467.

To learn more about how BiOptimizes can transform brain performance, gut health, and
sleep, go to: https://bioptimizers.com

About BiOptimizers

BiOptimizers is a nutritional health supplements company specializing in formulating and
distributing best-in-class brain performance and digestive health products worldwide. The
company serves over 249,000 clients in 124 countries globally. The catalyst for
BiOptimizers’ success is a relentless focus on supplement performance, purity, and potency.
The guiding BiOptimizers North Star: create exponentially superior products and prove
them via consistent customer results.

The company, founded by Matt Gallant and Wade Lightheart, were personal trainers who
previously worked with pro athletes and other top performers. Investing 10+ years in the
gym transforming the health and lives of their clients, the two founded a business
partnership in 2004 that has since grown to $23M in sales.

Biohackers, physicians, and top authorities in health and wellness worldwide trust
BiOptimizers and their extensive line of health products. To find out why visit:
https://bioptimizers.com
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